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Abstract: Radio jets and the lobes they inflate are common in cool-core clusters and are known to
play a critical role in regulating the heating and cooling of the intracluster medium (ICM). This is an
inherently multi-scale problem, and much effort has been made to understand the processes govern-
ing the inflation of lobes and their impact on the cluster, as well as the impact of the environment
on the jet–ICM interaction, on both macro- and microphysical scales. The developments of new
numerical techniques and improving computational resources have seen simulations of jet feedback
in galaxy clusters become ever more sophisticated. This ranges from modeling ICM plasma physics
processes such as the effects of magnetic fields, cosmic rays, and viscosity to including jet feedback
in cosmologically evolved cluster environments in which the ICM thermal and dynamic properties
are shaped by large-scale structure formation. In this review, we discuss the progress made over the
last ∼decade in capturing both the macro- and microphysical processes in numerical simulations,
highlighting both the current state of the field, as well as the open questions and potential ways in
which these questions can be addressed in the future.

Keywords: radio jets; active galactic nuclei; galaxy clusters; numerical modeling; simulation
techniques; plasma physics; magnetohydrodynamics; cosmic rays; viscosity; thermal conduction

1. Overview
1.1. Jet Feedback in Galaxy Clusters: Observations and Theoretical Motivation

Clusters of galaxies are the largest gravitationally collapsed objects in the Universe.
Because of their deep gravitational potentials, the virial temperature of gas falling into clus-
ters during hierarchical structure formation is heated to 107–8 K, producing Bremsstrahlung
emission in X-rays. Because the Bremsstrahlung emissivity of the intracluster medium
(ICM) is proportional to the gas density squared, near the center of many massive clusters
where the central density is high, the gas can cool significantly due to the strong radiation—
the so-called “radiative cooling”. For clusters with central cooling times that are much
smaller than the Hubble time, i.e., the cool-core (CC) clusters, it is predicted by the cooling-
flow model [1] that there should be a significant inflow of gas toward the cluster center,
triggering intensive star formation within the central brightest cluster galaxies (BCGs).
However, there is a lack of observational evidence for such cooling flows, and the star
formation rates (SFRs) of the BCGs are typically 10–100 times lower than those predicted
by the cooling-flow model. This is well-known as the “cooling-flow problem” of galaxy
clusters (see the articles of [2,3] for reviews).

The absence of cooling flows calls for certain heating mechanisms to balance the radia-
tive cooling in CC clusters, among which the energetic feedback provided by relativistic
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jets emerging from central supermassive black holes (SMBHs) is believed to be the most
promising mechanism. This is motivated by the prevalence of X-ray cavities or bubbles,
which are low-density, X-ray dim regions filled with radio-emitting plasma injected by
the SMBH jets in CC clusters (e.g., [4–6]), as well as in many galaxy groups (e.g., [7–10]),
which themselves represent a significant fraction of local radio galaxy hosts (e.g., [11–13]).
Another compelling piece of evidence for active galactic nucleus (AGN) feedback is the
observed correlation between the cavity power, which is a proxy for the jet power, and
the X-ray luminosity within the cluster cores [14–17], thus suggesting that there is a global
thermal balance between the heating and cooling in CC clusters. These observations have
therefore motivated a picture of a self-regulated AGN feedback loop: when a cluster has
increased X-ray luminosity, the ICM cooling rates and thus SMBH accretion rates are en-
hanced, which triggers powerful ejections of relativistic jets, heating the ICM and shutting
off subsequent cooling and AGN activity [18]. While the idea of an AGN feedback cycle is
an attractive solution to the cooling-flow problem, there is a huge dynamical range between
the scales of SMBH accretion discs (∼1–104 AU) and the cores of galaxy clusters (∼100 kpc)
(see Figure 1 in Gaspari et al. [19] for an illustration of the multi-scale SMBH accretion
and feedback processes involved). The vast dynamical range involved has prohibited an
all-in-one simulation of AGN feedback; hence, the detailed processes of SMBH feeding and
feedback mechanisms remain one of the greatest unsolved problems in astrophysics.

Because galaxy clusters are at the crossroads of cosmology and astrophysics, the ad-
vantages of understanding AGN feedback in clusters are two-fold. On the one hand, galaxy
clusters are excellent laboratories for studying various astrophysical phenomena, including
radiative cooling, AGN feedback, magnetic fields, shocks, turbulence, the acceleration of
cosmic rays (CRs), plasma physics, etc. On the other hand, constraining these astrophysical
mechanisms would enable robust predictions of cluster observables and evolution histories
that are critical for the inferences of cosmological parameters, as well as the formation
and evolution of galaxies (see the articles of [20,21] for relevant reviews). In turn, the
large-scale environments of clusters and their evolution histories would also influence
the operation of the above astrophysical processes. AGN jet feedback in clusters is one
great example of this iterative process, where the theoretical understanding from both
the astrophysical and cosmological perspectives has emerged in the past two decades. It
is therefore our aim to review this exciting progress in this article. AGN feedback is not
limited to jets in clusters. It can additionally manifest itself via radiation and accretion disc
driven winds [3,22,23], and is expected to impact galaxy formation over a wide range of
redshifts by shaping galaxy properties, regulating SMBH growth, and driving SMBH–host
galaxy scaling relations [24–28], which themselves may aid our understanding of AGN
physics. AGN feedback may even be important at the low-mass end, with recent studies
of its affect on dwarf galaxies representing an area of growing interest (e.g., [29–33]). We
refer interested readers to additional reviews that provide comprehensive coverage of these
topics (e.g., [2,3,17,18,22,23,26,31,34–37]).

1.2. Simulating Jets in Idealized Hydrodynamic Simulations

As early as the late 1970s, and throughout the 1980s, groups were performing simula-
tions of jets to study their propagation and structural evolution (see the article of Burns
et al. [38] for an example of a review at that time). The pioneering works of Rayburn [39]
and Norman et al. [40] paved the way by performing the first simulations of non-relativistic
jets. Numerous works followed with a particular emphasis on understanding the radio
observations of jets [41–45], as well as numerical studies on the impact of resolution [46],
simulations that included magnetic fields [41,47,48], and some that were performed in
3D [49,50]. The history of simulating jets is itself an interesting topic; however, in this
work, we restrict ourselves to more recent advances in modeling jet feedback in galaxy
cluster environments, and instead direct the reader to reviews focusing on simulating jets
in general [51,52].
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While much of the early work was motivated by radio observations of jets
(e.g., [53,54]), X-ray observations of galaxy clusters using ROSAT (e.g., [55–57]) and
later Chandra (e.g., [58,59]) showed cavities in the ICM (as highlighted by Fabian [3],
cavities had been observed earlier with the Einstein telescope [60,61], although their true
nature had not yet been realized), and thus provided further motivation to understand
the interaction of radio jets and the lobes they inflate with the surrounding hot ICM.
Broadly speaking, two approaches were used to study this scenario: one in which the
jets were simulated and the self-consistent inflation of the lobes studied [62–66], or—for
simplicity—one in which this process was pre-assumed and hot bubbles were added or
inflated “by hand” [67–70]. While the former approach gives insights into how the jet
itself interacts with the ICM and how lobes are inflated, the latter is less computationally
expensive. More complex simulations have followed and contributed to an ever-growing
body of literature, which we will discuss further throughout this review.

Apart from a few examples [71–73], simulations that attempt to model the jets them-
selves are performed using grid-based codes that allow for high resolution in low-density
regions, which are typical of jets. Traditionally such codes are Eulerian, although novel
refinement techniques have meant that moving-mesh (e.g., AREPO [74]), and meshless-
finite-mass (e.g., GIZMO, [75]) codes have also been used to simulate jets (e.g., [76–78]).
When it comes to launching a jet, certain works place finer control on how exactly the jet is
injected into the simulation domain by defining the exact thermodynamic and kinetic state
within the launch region, i.e., the jet density, temperature, and velocity (e.g., [77,79–81]).
Other works simply add mass, momentum, and/or energy to the injection region and
allow the jets’ thermodynamic properties to arise naturally from this (e.g., [66,76,82–86]).
However, the ultimate result is a pair of fast low-density jets that drive bow shocks into
the ICM (and potentially internal shocks along the jets), thermalize, and then inflate high-
temperature lobes that come into pressure balance with the ICM. These methods have
been used to perform a wide range of simulations, from high-resolution studies of lobe
inflation and energetics (e.g., [76,77,81,87–91]) to those that include SMBH accretion mod-
els from which the jet power is calculated (e.g., [84,86,92–98]); the latter are performed
on Gyr time-scales to understand how jets can regulate the thermodynamic state of the
ICM. On top of this, additional physics relevant to jet feedback and galaxy clusters has
been included in dedicated jet simulations, such as magnetic fields [77,87,88,98–108], rela-
tivistic effects [91,109–113], viscosity [114–117], thermal conduction [95,118–125], and CR
physics [76,77,88,90,126–132].

There are now many works that have coupled jet power to SMBH accretion rates
(e.g., [82–86,92,94,96,98,133–136]). The physical connection between accretion and jet power,
expected to depend on the properties of the SMBH and its accretion flow (see e.g., Section 4
of [17] for a discussion), is still to be fully understood. For simplicity, the simulations
discussed here often assume a fixed scaling between accretion rate, Ṁ, and jet power, ĖJet,
of the form

ĖJet = εṀc2, (1)

where c is the speed of light and ε is a constant feedback efficiency (although variable spin-
dependent efficiencies have also been included in recently developed models [73,97,137,138]).
Cattaneo and Teyssier [82] presented some of the earliest simulations that coupled a jet
feedback scheme [66] to a Bondi accretion model; therefore, they capture self-regulated jet
feedback in a galaxy cluster. The jets were injected using a combination of momentum and
thermal energy. While the feedback was able to prevent over-cooling of the ICM, it was
overly effective and unable to preserve a CC. Numerous works followed, and they similarly
investigated injecting a combination of thermal energy and momentum [85,135], as well as
works that considered purely kinetic jets [86,92,94,95,134] that were able to inhibit cooling and
match a range of observed cluster properties. Specifically, it has been found that combining
momentum-driven jets with cold-accretion models [85,86,93,94,96,98,134,136,139], whereby
the SMBH grows due to accretion of cold gas, can regulate ICM cooling while maintaining
the properties of CC clusters (albeit only in idealized cluster environments). However, as
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discussed in the next section, reproducing thermodynamic profiles and the CC/non-CC
dichotomy is difficult to achieve in full cosmological simulations.

1.3. AGN Feedback in Cosmological Simulations

The simulations discussed above, typically performed in hydrostatic atmospheres,
place emphasis on understanding the detailed processes governing lobe inflation and
interaction with the ICM, which requires high spatial (often achieved with dedicated lobe
refinement techniques) and time resolutions. However, the study of cluster formation and
evolution requires simulations that capture structure formation processes over cosmic time,
i.e., cosmological simulations. Such simulations span a wide range of galaxy masses and
include various models to capture a wide array of physical processes important to galaxy
formation, and we direct the reader to relevant reviews for more detailed discussions
(e.g., [140,141]). The inclusion of AGN feedback in cosmological simulations has been
shown to be an important ingredient for creating realistic galaxy populations, particularly
at the high mass end (e.g., [142–147]). There are a growing number of cosmological sim-
ulations that capture the formation and evolution of galaxy clusters to understand the
processes that shape their properties (e.g., [143,148–157]). Such simulations have performed
remarkably well at matching a range of observed cluster properties; however, achieving
realistic thermodynamic profiles in cluster cores and explaining the CC/non-CC dichotomy
is challenging, with several works concluding a need for modified AGN feedback models
(e.g., [151,155,158]).

Cosmological simulations, by the necessity of space and time resolution constraints,
implement simplified and/or low-resolution models of AGN feedback that do not necessar-
ily capture the processes of lobe inflation and their interaction with the ICM in detail. In the
most straightforward implementation, feedback energy is injected thermally in resolution
elements local to the SMBH (e.g., [142,144,156,159–161]). Modifications are often made to
such models in order to circumvent the over-cooling problem (see e.g., [143,144,160,162]
for a discussion); for example, by temporarily switching off radiative cooling [156,163],
or by storing energy until gas can be heated to a minimum temperature [143,144,160,161]
or when a fixed duty cycle has passed [155]. Alternatively, the energy can be injected as
a kinetic outflow [83,133,146,147,164,165]. While some works assume a single feedback
mode that is the same irrelevant of the SMBH mass or accretion rate (e.g., [144,156,161]),
others implement separate “quasar” and “radio” modes (e.g., [133,145–147,164–166]), with
the latter typically being used for low accretion rates. One of the earliest such examples of
dual AGN modes was introduced by Sijacki et al. [166], who took inspiration from early
bubble models of jet feedback [67,69,167] by including the jet mode as thermal bubbles
displaced from the central SMBH. This model has subsequently been used in the Illus-
tris [145] and Fable [155] simulation suites. On the other hand, Dubois et al. [83] built on
the work of Omma et al. [66] and Cattaneo and Teyssier [82] to implement mass-loaded
bipolar outflows, which aimed to capture a sub-relativistic accretion disc wind as jet-like
outflows and can self-consistently produce cavity-like structures in the ICM. This model
has since been used in the HorizonAGN [146] and NewHorizon [168] simulations, as well
as in other studies of feedback in galaxy clusters (e.g., [97,125]). In a somewhat similar
vein, Davé et al. [165] implement a jet feedback model for the low accretion rate regime in
the form of a slow, highly collimated bipolar outflow in the SIMBA suite of simulations;
however, the jet was hydrodynamically decoupled during its initial phase, meaning that
it does not interact with the inner parts of galaxies and clusters, and instead couples its
energy on larger scales. Alternatively, certain simulation suites, such as IllustrisTNG [147],
take a different approach; instead of attempting to model jet feedback, they implement an
efficient kinetic wind model for high mass SMBHs in the low accretion rate regime that
injects kinetic energy into the local gas in a random direction [164], which acts to effectively
quench high-mass galaxies.
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1.4. The Importance of Macrophysics and Microphysics

Thanks to the advancement in computing power and numerical algorithms over the
past decade, numerical simulations of jet feedback in clusters have become increasingly
sophisticated with more realistic initial conditions from cosmological contexts, as well
as with complex physical processes including magnetic fields, CRs, plasma effects, etc.
The latter is often dubbed as “microphysics” in clusters because the gyro-radii of charged
particles and CRs in the magnetized ICM (on the order of ∼AU for GeV CRs in µG
magnetic fields) are many orders of magnitude smaller than the size of clusters (∼Mpc).
Consequently, transport processes in the ICM, including thermal conduction, viscosity,
and CR propagation, are determined by plasma physics that happen on the microscopic
scales of the particle gyro-radii (Section 3). As will be discussed in detail in later sections,
recent simulations have demonstrated that both the macrophysics from the large-scale
environments of clusters and the microphysics have crucial impacts on the AGN feeding
and feedback processes, as well as on the evolution of clusters—thus, they will be the focus
of this review. We also advise, however, that despite the vast computational capabilities
now available to the community, there is still a need for robust, physically motivated
analytic components and sub-grid models to link between the scales above and below the
resolution limit of simulations.

The structure of this article is as follows. In Section 2, we review the important progress
regarding the modeling of the macrophysical processes of AGN feedback. We will first start
by introducing the fundamental processes of AGN lobe formation and lobe-ICM interaction
(Section 2.1). This is followed by discussions about the role of the cluster environment
(Section 2.2), as well as open questions and future opportunities (Section 2.3). In Section 3,
important findings regarding the microphysical processes are summarized. Specifically, in
Section 3.1 we discuss the roles of CRs in AGN feedback and their observational signatures.
We then discuss the roles of plasma physics, such as transport processes, e.g., conduction
and viscosity in the ICM, in Section 3.2. Open questions and future opportunities regarding
microphysics are discussed in Section 3.3. Finally, Section 4 contains our concluding
remarks.

2. Modeling the Macrophysics

There is now significant literature on the hydrodynamic and magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) modeling of the large-scale processes driving the inflation of jet lobes and their
macroscopic evolution. Figure 1 provides a general diagrammatic overview of the phases
of lobe inflation and subsequent evolution, which we discuss throughout this section.
Specifically, in Section 2.1, we first consider the processes that are intrinsic to the jets and
lobes, including their energetics and processes through which they interact with the ICM.
Meanwhile, in Section 2.2, we additionally discuss the role of the cluster environment,
including cluster weather, and the role this has on shaping lobe properties and cluster
heating.

2.1. Bubbles, Shocks, and Waves
2.1.1. Morphology, Direction, and Energetics

Observed jets have long been classified based on their radio morphology, as was set out
by Fanaroff and Riley (FR) [169]. They are broadly characterized as either center-brightened
FR-I sources, e.g., 3C 449 [170], that are expected to form due to decelerating and becoming
turbulent on small (∼kpc) scales (e.g., [171–175], although frustrated and bent jets, such as
wide/narrow angle tailed radio galaxies, can also provide morphological analogues to FR-I
sources, e.g., [176–179]), or edge-brightened FR-II sources (e.g., Cygnus A, [180]), which
are highly collimated and expected to be relativistic along their entire length. Although the
differences are expected to result from the dynamics of the jets and depend on both their
power and how they interact with their environment, some debate remains over the exact
role of the central engine (see the review of [36] for a fuller discussion), with a number
of works, both theoretical and observational, considering the relationships between AGN
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properties, such as radio loudness, morphology, and/or excitation, and the properties of
the accretion flow and/or SMBH [181–189]. Several parameter studies that vary the jet (e.g.,
power, opening angle, velocity) and environmental properties have been performed that can
recover both FR-I and FR-II sources (e.g., [80,88,175,190–195]), with Massaglia et al. [190]
suggesting that simulating FR-I sources is challenging and requires high-resolution 3D
simulations to fully capture their turbulent properties.

Figure 1. Diagram illustrating the general processes that occur during and after lobe inflation.
(A): A fast jet drives into the ambient medium, forms a bow shock, and inflates a hot lobe that
expands into the ICM. The lobe morphology can depend sensitively on the injected jet properties (e.g.,
content, velocity, geometry). The expanding shock wave results in a layer of shocked ICM material
surrounding the jet lobe. (B): As the lobe expansion slows, which may or may not be accompanied
by the jet switching off, the shock driven into the ICM broadens into a sound wave that can detach
from the lobes. (C): Once the jet has ceased and as the lobe buoyantly rises through the ICM, dense,
low entropy material can be entrained and pulled up in the wake. Moreover, instabilities can lead to
mixing of the lobe and ICM material. Sound waves generated by the lobe expansion can continue
to propagate to large distances depending on the ICM viscosity. (D): This process continues at late
times, with mixing continuing to dilute the lobe material, although the rate at which this occurs can
sensitively depend on the ICM physical processes including magnetic fields, viscosity, and cluster
weather (i.e., the ICM and sub-structure motions, see Section 2.2).

As discussed in Section 1.2, several methods have been developed to launch jets and
to capture the lobe inflation process within the framework of galaxy cluster evolution. It
was found early on that to create a cocoon structure the jet needs to have a lower den-
sity than the surrounding medium (see discussion in e.g., [77,79,196] and the references
therein). As outlined in Section 1.2, many studies now make use of fast collimated outflows
that efficiently thermalize through shocks to inflate lobes of hot gas; however, a range of
morphologies are still seen in simulations depending on both the numerical and physical
choices for how the jet is injected, as was recently illustrated by Huško and Lacey [71] and
is shown in Figure 2. The choice of using a cylindrical (0◦ opening angle) versus conical in-
jection, as well as the jet opening angle itself, can impact jet properties (e.g., [71,80,195,197]).
Moreover, the jet opening angle is a possible determinant of whether the jet has FR-I or FR-II
morphology [80,195]. In regard to the jet power, it is possible to achieve the same value
by either having fast/light jets or slow/heavy jets. Jets with a high momentum density,
which occurs in slow/heavy jets, are typically elongated along the jet direction with narrow
lobes, whereas light/fast jets are found to be shorter and to inflate wide lobes, which have
a notable expansion perpendicular to the jet direction (e.g., [71,77–79,103,116,195,198–200]).
Huško and Lacey [71] additionally found that these trends can break down for very slow
outflows that are unable to inflate hot lobes or generate significant backflows (see third
row of Figure 2). In terms of regulating cluster cooling and heating, the recent study of
Weinberger et al. [200] highlighted that the behavior of very light jets inflating wider lobes
makes them more effective than heavy jets at removing low entropy material from cluster
cores and inhibiting cooling flows (see also [78]).
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Figure 2. Thin temperature projections illustrate how jet injection parameters impact jet and lobe
morphologies. All jets are 100 Myr old, with each row illustrating the effect of changing one parameter:
from top to bottom, these are jet power, half opening angle, velocity, and resolution, respectively.
These quantities take fiducial values of 1046 erg s−1, 10◦, 15,000 km s−1, and 1.81× 105 M�, unless
being varied. Color bars shown to the right of each row extend down to 107 K, and the gas below this
is shown in black. (Figure 6 from Huško and Lacey [71], CC BY 4.0.)

Some works have also considered if and how injecting magnetic fields with jets can
influence lobe morphology and dynamics (e.g., [77,87,88,103,110,191]). Gaibler et al. [103]
found that injected fields, amplified in the jet head, can stabilize against Kelvin–Helmholtz
instabilities and can generate a cleaner lobe structure. Works that consider magnetic
fields with moderate-to-high values of plasma β (defined as the ratio between thermal
and magnetic pressure, β ≡ Pth/PB) find, as expected, that they have limited impact on
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the overall lobe dynamics [77,87,88,110], although they can affect the long-term stability
of lobes by suppressing instabilities that would otherwise mix the jet and ICM material
(e.g., [77,88]). On the other hand, Massaglia et al. [191] show that strong fields (β = 3) can
impact morphology, leading to the jet becoming distorted due to non-axisymmetric modes.
In terms of observational constraints, lobe magnetic fields have been measured using
inverse-Compton observations of FR-II sources (e.g., [201–204]), with Ineson et al. [203]
finding observed field strengths to be below equipartition in all of their sources with
a median ratio of 0.4 and hence very low values of β would seem unlikely, although
Croston et al. [202] do find some magnetically dominated sources. Another important
factor that many simulations of jet feedback on galaxy cluster scales neglect is the effect of
relativity, both in terms of the jet dynamics and in correctly accounting for high-temperature
gas. For jet speeds approaching the speed of light, the effects of relativity are expected to
play an important role in shaping lobe properties and to increase the efficiency and volume
over which jets can heat the ICM [91,109,111]. Additionally, the behavior where fast-light
jets inflate wider lobes that interact more isotropically with the ICM is found to extend into
the relativistic regime [110,195], while simulations that consider CR-dominated jets also
produce “fat” lobes (see Section 3.1).

The mechanisms that launch a jet and determine its direction occur on scales of the ac-
cretion disc or smaller (e.g., [183,205–209]), which is far below the resolution limit of galaxy
cluster simulations (a binary companion can also result in jet precession [210,211], although
the mechanisms governing this are also not resolved in large-scale cluster simulations).
As such, ab-initio modeling of the jet direction evolution is not possible. Traditionally,
simulations of jets in galaxy clusters assume a fixed jet direction, potentially with some
small angle precession (e.g., [76,85,86,134,212,213]), although some works instead randomly
re-orientate the jet direction by hand (e.g., [214]) to improve the coupling between the jet
and ICM. Several subgrid models have been developed recently that, while differing in the
exact assumptions made regarding the subgrid accretion disc properties, can track SMBH
spin evolution (e.g., [73,125,215–217]). Dubois et al. [215] additionally used the SMBH spin
to determine the radiative efficiencies and jet direction, while Beckmann et al. [97] further
developed this model to use the spin-dependent jet efficiencies derived from GRMHD sim-
ulations [218]. In a similar vein, Talbot et al. [137] coupled a jet feedback model [76] to the
accretion disc model of Fiacconi et al. [216], in which they have assumed spin-dependent
Blandford-Znajek jet efficiencies derived from GRMHD simulations [183] as well as the
back reaction of the jet on the SMBH evolution. While the models of Dubois et al. [215] and
Fiacconi et al. [216] both assume a thin α-disc, Huško et al. [73] assumed a thick disc, which
typically leads to slower spin alignment timescales. While such methods are not necessary
for modeling single feedback events, simulations that capture self-regulated feedback on
Gyr timescales and include spin evolution find that the jets can re-orient and inject energy
more isotropically within the cluster [73,97].

The energetics governing lobe inflation has been an important area of study; in partic-
ular, due to its influence on how the feedback heats the ICM. Observational measurements
of the lobe pressure and volume are often used to constrain the lobe and jet energetics,
which show a correlation between the estimated lobe power and ICM cooling rate [3,16,17].
These lobe powers have also been compared to estimated Bondi [219] accretion rates in
order to constrain the efficiency, i.e., ε in Equation (1), of the central engine [220–224], with
some studies requiring ε > 1. Setting aside the uncertainties in estimating lobe powers and
Bondi accretion rates from observations (e.g., [223]), high efficiencies could indicate that
modes other than Bondi are needed to feed the SMBH, such as cold accretion (see e.g., [18]
for further discussion, including on the limitations of the Bondi model). Alternatively, these
results could be evidence that jets can extract spin energy from the SMBH via the Bland-
ford–Znajek mechanism [225], which allows efficiencies over 100% [184,205,218]. In any
case, considering the lobe inflation process in more detail—as highlighted by McNamara
and Nulsen [2]—under the assumption that the jet kinetic energy is efficiently thermalized
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and that the lobe inflation proceeds in pressure equilibrium with the ICM, the total energy
needed to inflate the lobe is given by the lobe enthalpy:

H = Elobe + PV =
γ

γ− 1
PV, (2)

where γ is the adiabatic index of the lobe gas, Elobe is the internal energy of the lobe,
and PV is the product of the lobe pressure and volume. The resulting ratio of injected
jet energy to lobe energy to work done is Ejet:Elobe:PV = 1:1/γ:(γ − 1)/γ, which for a
non-relativistic gas (γ = 5/3, commonly assumed in simulations) suggests that the lobes
should retain 60% of the injected energy, with the remaining 40% going into the ICM via the
work done. However, whether such behavior is seen in reality depends on what dominates
the lobes (e.g., relativistic or non-relativistic particles, magnetic fields, etc.) and hence
determines the effective value of γ and on the suitability of assuming that lobes are inflated
in pressure equilibrium with their environment, i.e., how explosive the feedback is. With
respect to the latter point, Tang and Churazov [226] performed idealized simulations of
spherically symmetric AGN feedback events with varied energies and duration, finding
that shorter, more explosive, injection events result in larger fractions of energy (up to
∼88%) going into shocks. Meanwhile, for longer, gentler, injection events, the fraction
of injected energy ending up in shocks is negligible. As such, the lobe enthalpy varies
from ∼0 for instantaneous injection, up to roughly the injected energy for infinitely long
injection episodes. Hydrodynamic simulations of jets in a cluster environment performed
by Hardcastle and Krause [81] found that while the lobe energy is dominated by the
thermal component, there are non-negligible kinetic and potential energy contributions.
They additionally find that the ratio of lobe energy to energy gain by the ICM achieves a
roughly constant value of ∼one after an initial lobe inflation phase where the ratio can be
larger, thereby highlighting the non-negligible kinetic energy content of the lobe and the
fact that they can be over-pressured compared to the ICM. The follow-up work of English
et al. [110] presented relativistic jet simulations both with and without MHD for a range of
jet velocities and powers. All the jets studied had inflated lobes that experienced an initial
phase of being over-pressured (up to a factor of ∼5) before lobe pressures rapidly declined,
and while low-power jets tend to come into rough pressure equilibrium with the ICM, the
lobe pressure ratios for their highest power jets never dropped below∼2; furthermore, they
began to increase again as the lobes moved to larger radii. They additionally find that the
shock-to-lobe energy ratios attain a roughly constant value of∼1.5, which is consistent with
the results of earlier MHD simulations by Hardcastle and Krause [87] and slightly higher
than values found in the pure hydrodynamic simulations of Hardcastle and Krause [81].
Other jet simulations have additionally found ratios of &1, with varying levels of lobe
kinetic energy, for both purely hydrodynamical simulations [71,76,89,227,228] and those
including magnetic fields [77,87,88]. Bourne and Sijacki [228] found that due to the lobes
initially being over-pressured, the instantaneous PV and lobe enthalpy (calculated from
Equation (2)) underestimated the integrated PdV work done during lobe inflation and
total jet energy, respectively. Perucho et al. [111] additionally highlighted the importance
of modeling relativistic jets, which can result in larger lobe pressures by at least a factor
of two.

2.1.2. The Lobe–ICM Interaction

While it is clear that shocks play a critical role in lobe inflation, they can also make
an important contribution to heating the ICM. While the jet itself drives a bow shock
into the ICM, the initial rapid expansion of the jet lobes can also drive lateral shocks. As
the lobe expansion slows, the shocks become weaker and potentially broaden into sound
waves, providing a mechanism through which energy can be communicated isotropically
to the ICM (e.g., [64,73,76,77,86,94,96,213,227,229]). It is also worth noting that, similar to
typical observations of jet feedback in galaxy clusters [230–233], many modern simulations
find that shocks are often not very strong (e.g., [71,85,88,96,228,229,234]). Li et al. [96]
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explicitly tracked the numerical dissipation within shock cells and found that heating due
to shocks exceeded that which was due to turbulence by ∼ an order of magnitude and, as
shown in Figure 3 (which is taken from Li et al. [96]), that the vast majority of shocks were
weak. Other works such as Yang and Reynolds [86] and Martizzi et al. [213] estimate the
dissipation rates from the expected entropy jump for weak shocks:

ds ' 2γkB

3(γ + 1)2µmH
(M2 − 1)3. (3)

They found that strong shocks can play an important role within the jet cone, while weak
shocks can dominate heating outside the cones; however, Yang and Reynolds [86] find that
weak shocks alone are unable to completely offset cooling. Bourne and Sijacki [228], who
perform simulations in a cosmologically evolved cluster, make use of more conservative cri-
teria to define shocks in order to avoid misclassification due to galaxy formation processes
(see [235,236] for details). They also find that weak shocks are an important component
of the energy budget, albeit with somewhat lower levels of direct dissipation; thus, they
instead highlight the importance of compressive heating at shock fronts.

Figure 3. An illustration of the jet-driven shocks within the central 100 kpc of a simulated cluster.
The simulation includes self-regulated AGN feedback that assumes the jet power is coupled to the
SMBH accretion of cold gas with an efficiency parameter of ε = 1% (as defined in Equation (1)). The
jets are assumed to have a small angle precession (θ = 0.15), with a 10 Myr period around the z-axis
in the simulation. The left panel shows the energy dissipation rate, while the right-hand panel shows
shock Mach numbers, illustrating that stronger shocks and hence higher dissipation rates are seen
closer to the jet; however, overall the shocks are typically quite weak. (Figure 1 from Li et al. [96],
©AAS, reproduced with permission).

As well as shocks, simulations exhibit sound/compression waves, which are driven
by lobe expansion. These sound waves “detach” from the lobes once the expansion speed
drops below the ICM sound speed and have the potential to travel isotropically to large
distances [73,76,83,227,228,234,237,238]. Bambic and Reynolds [239] recently presented a
detailed study of sound wave production by momentum-driven jets in an ICM atmosphere
(see Section 3.2.3 for further discussion), finding that constructive interference can lead
to &25% of the jet energy being converted to sound waves, exceeding the level expected
from spherical blast waves (∼10%) [226]. However, the rate of heating and volume over
which sound waves are energetically important depend on the microphysics of the ICM
(see Section 3.2.3), which dictate the cluster viscosity [237,238,240,241].

Several early simulations assumed that lobes can be simply modeled as low-density
bubbles of hot gas that rise buoyantly through the cluster atmosphere [67–70,167]. How-
ever, in omitting the inflation phase, these simulations miss the potential impact that the jet
momentum has on bow shock production and the dynamics of the lobes, which may, at least
initially, propagate on timescales shorter than the buoyant rise time [66,76,88,112]. Observa-
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tions of clusters can exhibit multiple old cavities that go out to large radii [9,10,231,242,243].
Early simulations of bubbles were found to be disrupted by Rayleigh–Taylor and
Kelvin–Helmholtz instabilities on relatively short timescales unless additional physics
such as physical viscosity [114,240] or magnetic fields [244–248] were included. However,
Sternberg and Soker [249] showed that the formation of a dense layer of gas around jet-
inflated lobes can inhibit the development of such instabilities, thus allowing bubbles to
travel further and live longer. That being said, simulations of wide jets (large opening
angle) have found that vortices can develop that effectively mix lobe material with the
ICM [250–252], with Hillel and Soker [251] finding that it is more effective than both tur-
bulence and shock heating (see also, [86,96]). On the other hand, simulations that make
use of narrow jets (0◦ opening angle) find that mixing of jet material into the ICM via
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities is sub-dominant [76,77,213] and that the level of mixing
reduces with increasing jet power [88,228]. Bourne and Sijacki [76] highlight the impact
of resolution on mixing, finding that lower resolutions result in increased levels of mix-
ing, citing the existence of larger Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices in this regime, as well as
additionally highlighting that appropriate refinement of the jet lobes is required to avoid
excessive numerical mixing (see also [77]). Martizzi et al. [213] highlight that the level
of mixing can depend upon the hydro-solver implemented, which can impact how well
mixing instabilities are resolved (see also [253]). Further, the inclusion of magnetic fields
has the potential to inhibit mixing (e.g., [77,88,244–248,254]). In addition, the ability to
effectively mix lobe and ICM material depends on the constitution of the lobe material [90]
and the plasma properties of the ICM (see Section 3.2.2).

Observations of galaxy clusters can show multiple cavities at a range of radii represent-
ing different generations of jet lobes that have risen buoyantly through the
ICM [9,231,242,243,255]. Such rising bubbles can displace significant amounts of ICM
material and increase its gravitational potential energy [72,77,81,87,90,228]. It was argued
early on that displaced material would fall back behind a rising cavity, thus driving tur-
bulence and ultimately converting its potential energy into heat—a process known as
cavity heating [7,67,256]. Yang and Reynolds [86] pointed out that the exact heating rate
is dependent on the ICM viscosity, and they found that in any case, kinetic energy within
the wake, which would be the source of cavity heating, accounts for only a small fraction
of the injected energy. Instead, Yang and Reynolds [86] found that clusters can exhibit
large circulation patterns whereby gas is lifted out of the cluster core and effectively heated
by shocks and mixing within the jet cone before flowing back to the cluster core. The
role of jet-driven gas circulation in galaxy clusters has been highlighted by several works
(e.g., [227,251,257,258]), with Chen et al. [258] suggesting that if low-entropy material can ef-
fectively mix with higher entropy material at large radii before returning to the cluster core,
then this process can act somewhat akin to a heat pump. Other simulations have found that
rising bubbles can lift low entropy material to larger radii, which can result in the formation
of cold filaments and clumps, either through direct uplift or by stimulating condensation
(e.g., [72,73,85,97,107,134,227,259–262]). Such material can display properties similar to the
cold gas observed in galaxy clusters (e.g., [263–268]). Recent MHD simulations show that
efficient coupling, facilitated by magnetic fields, can promote angular momentum transfer
between the hot gas stirred by jets and cold material, which along with the effects of mag-
netic braking can have a critical impact on cold gas angular momentum [98,107,108]. Ehlert
et al. [98] show that this, in turn, has an impact on cold gas morphology as it promotes the
formation of transient cold discs and radial filaments as opposed to the long-lived discs
seen when magnetic fields are not included. This cold gas can play an important role in
the jet life-cycle as a source of future fuel, with many simulations that implement cold
accretion models to power momentum-driven jets (e.g., [85,86,94,96,134,136,139]) finding
good agreement between the simulated and observed CC cluster properties.

Assuming the lobe lifetimes are sufficiently long, they can excite g-modes within
the cluster atmosphere [66,256,269]. It has been argued that such modes can decay into
volume-filling turbulence, which then dissipates to heat the ICM [270,271]. However, the
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idealized hydrodynamic simulations performed by Reynolds et al. [272] found that only a
small fraction (.10%) of the injected energy ends up as turbulence; similar results were also
found when including magnetic draping [254]. Other simulations that specifically include
jets have found that the level of turbulence produced is subdominant compared to the total
injected jet energy, and it is often located in the jet vicinity itself (e.g., [76,77,86,96,273,274]).
On the other hand, Martizzi et al. [213] found that jet-driven turbulence can dominate
the heating budget in the central regions of the cluster, although this is only when the
jet is active; in addition, its contribution becomes negligible at large radii. The inclusion
of additional physical processes may also affect the turbulent contribution to the heating
budget. The simulations of Beckmann et al. [97], which include spin-driven jets, found
that a continuous evolution of the jet direction can drive turbulence over a larger volume,
while recent results from Wang et al. [108] found that the inclusion of magnetic fields can
promote jet-driven ICM turbulence due to a tighter coupling between the jets and the
ICM. Certain simulations that include “cluster weather” [76,275,276] find that large-scale
turbulence and bulk motions, such as that driven by orbiting substructures or cosmic
accretion, are required in combination with AGN feedback to match both the line of
sight velocities and velocity dispersions measured from the Hitomi observations of the
Perseus cluster [277,278]. Specifically, while simulated AGN feedback could produce the
required levels of velocity dispersion, it was unable to produce other features such as
the large velocity shear. Although turbulence may be energetically unimportant, it can
play other roles. While the motions of rising lobes can move metals and create elongated
distributions (e.g., [84,92,279,280]), jet-induced turbulence has been found to additionally
effectively redistribute the metals [84,92]. Moreover, Gaspari et al. [139] showed that
subsonic turbulence can promote thermal instability and provide a supply of low angular
momentum cold gas to feed the central black hole through “chaotic cold accretion” (see
also [93,107,261,281,282]).

2.2. The Role of Environment and Cluster Weather

As we have focused on the general macroscopic evolution of jet lobes in a galaxy
cluster, we will now consider the role that the environment can play in shaping lobe
properties and how they interact with the ICM in this section. At the simplest level, the
ICM can be modeled as a smooth, hydrostatic atmosphere with certain radially dependent
density and temperature profiles, with both the absolute density (e.g., [91,283]) and profile
slope (e.g., [81,87,112,192,194]) being capable of impacting the jet morphology, propagation,
and radio emission properties. Yates-Jones et al. [113] further showed that offsetting the
jet launch location from the cluster center and varying the jet direction can impact the jet
properties, with the jets encountering a higher density medium typically being shorter
and having hot spots with higher surface brightness. Building on this, the ICM is not a
simple single-phase gas but rather contains both a hot X-ray emitting plasma, as well as
cold filaments and disc structures (e.g., [263–268]). Small-scale simulations (.1 kpc) of jets
show that their interaction with the cold dense clouds or discs can impact jet morphology
and dynamics, as well as how effectively the jet couples to the surrounding medium
(e.g., [137,138,179,284–286]). While in cluster-scale simulations, the interaction of jets with
cold gas can help thermalize the jets [94,136], inhibit their propagation [89], and—in the case
of light jets—deflect them, thus making their interaction with the ICM more isotropic [98].

Observations suggest that the ICM is turbulent (e.g., [277,278,287–292]), and while certain
simulations suggest that jets can drive local turbulence [86,90,98,108,134,139,213,274], other
processes such as those arising from structure formation and sloshing are expected to drive
widespread turbulence and bulk motions within the ICM (e.g., [76,89,228,275,293–298]). Mean-
while, tangled magnetic fields may also drive MHD turbulence [88,276,299]. Such “cluster
weather” could play an important role in lobe dynamics, with a number of studies attempting
to mimic its effects by applying small perturbations to spherically symmetric environments.
For example, Krause [198] included small density perturbations to a King atmosphere, finding
that this results in differences in back-flow locations and small asymmetries in jet lengths.
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O’Neill and Jones [104] performed MHD simulations of jets in a cluster environment contain-
ing a tangled magnetic field and an ambient medium in which fluctuations (±10%) in density
were superimposed to match observed ICM pressure variations. However, while these fluctu-
ations could perturb the jets, they were insufficient for significantly altering the jet dynamics,
with energy only primarily coupling to the ICM within the jet cone. On the other hand,
certain works have instead induced ICM gas motions; for example, Bourne and Sijacki [76]
used hydrodynamic simulations to consider the long-term evolution of jets and their lobes
in a cluster stirred by orbiting substructures. They found that the resulting turbulent and
bulk motions could deflect the lobes and increase the mixing of lobe and ICM material when
compared to a hydrostatic atmosphere. Ehlert et al. [88] studied the dynamics of jets in an
ICM atmosphere including a turbulent magnetic field, and found that while magnetic draping
can suppress instabilities, the presence of turbulence can reduce the effects of this draping
and, in the buoyant rise phase, disrupt the jet lobes. Meanwhile, Ehlert et al. [98] found
that the turbulence can deflect bubbles when assuming the jet is sufficiently light and can
provide a more isotropic distribution of lobe positions, which is akin to the observations of
multiple generations of lobes in certain galaxy clusters (e.g., [231,242,243,300,301]). However,
as we discuss later in this section, only a handful of studies include high-resolution jets in
cosmologically evolved cluster environments [89,105,195,228,302,303], and, to the best of our
knowledge, only one study includes self-consistently evolved magnetic fields [105].

Observed radio jets can exhibit bent morphologies (e.g., [176,177,304]). Ram pressure
due to crosswinds, which arise from the relative motion between the jets and the ICM, is
expected to lead to such bending and to result in the formation of narrow-angle-tailed (NAT)
and wide-angle-tailed (WAT) radio galaxies [305–309]. Further to this, cluster-merger-
driven shocks can also impact jet morphology. Gan et al. [306] compared hydrodynamic
and magnetically dominated jets, when subjected to crosswinds and shocks, to mimic
cluster weather, finding that while the hydrodynamic jets were unable to survive, the
magnetic jets can be significantly bent in the presence of a cross-wind but not solely by
a shock front. O’Neill et al. [310] simulated a shock front passing a NAT radio galaxy,
finding that the shock action compresses the jets and that the turbulence increases in the
jet tails—which, in turn, amplifies the magnetic fields and promotes mixing. Nolting
et al. [311,312] extended this work to consider the interaction of merger-like shock fronts
impacting generic jet pairs. Shocks moving parallel to the jet axis can significantly affect
the jet dynamics, with the post-shock flow potentially impeding or reversing the jet and
destroying the cocoon [311]. Similarly, when the jet axis is in the plane of the shock front,
the jet lobes are disrupted, and—in the case of active jets—the action of the shock bends
them to form a NAT radio galaxy [312].

To self-consistently capture the large-scale turbulence driven by structure formation,
full cosmological simulations are necessary (e.g., [144,146,155,158,161,313]). Models have
been developed to capture the low accretion state associated with jet feedback; for example,
by adding bubbles of hot gas to mimic radio lobes (e.g., [145,166,314]) or by driving bi-
polar kinetic outflows (e.g., [83,133,165]) that can regulate cooling and star formation
within galaxy clusters. However, as discussed in Section 1.3, to capture representative
volumes of the Universe over cosmic timescales, these models, by necessity, have to make
simplifying assumptions (e.g., low velocities, high mass loading, and/or hydrodynamic
decoupling) and must sacrifice resolution in the injection region and/or jet lobes. While the
focus of such simulations is on capturing the global effects of the feedback on resolvable
scales as opposed to studying lobe inflation and subsequent interaction with the ICM
in intricate detail, they are still able to reproduce observational features, such as X-ray
rims and cavities [83,166,314], and the effects of cluster weather displacing lobes and
promoting mixing [315] that are seen in the high-resolution simulations discussed below.
Additionally, cosmological simulations of galaxy clusters have been used, for example by
Vazza et al. [316], to study how cluster dynamics can impact the evolution of relativistic
electron populations and the magnetic fields produced by radio galaxies (see also [317,318]),
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finding that cluster motions interact with radio lobes, affecting their dynamics, constituent
magnetic fields, and radio properties.

Brüggen et al. [319] presented some of the earliest simulations that considered ra-
dio mode feedback in a cosmologically evolved cluster; this was achieved by injecting
thermal energy off-center from the cluster core in order to mimic the inflation of jet lobes
in a dynamic environment. However, Heinz et al. [302] presented the first example of
high-resolution bipolar jets in a dynamic cluster environment, using non-radiative, hy-
drodynamic simulations that included 1046 erg s−1 jets in the center of a cosmologically
evolved, 7× 1014 M�, cluster (while these simulations were non-radiative, those used to
produce the initial conditions included radiative cooling and star formation [320]). ICM
motions were able to effectively move the lobes and redistribute material, helping to make
the energy injection into the ICM more isotropic and helping to replenish the higher-density
material at small radii for later jets to couple to. Mock radio and X-ray images exhibit lobe
and jet morphologies and features that are seen in real observations. A further parameter
study using the same cluster but varying jet power and lifetimes was performed by Mor-
sony et al. [303]. As in Heinz et al. [302], the ICM motions effectively displace, disrupt, and
mix the jet lobes, with more powerful jets being able to affect the ICM at larger radii. Inter-
estingly, Morsony et al. [303] found that single AGN outbursts can potentially be realized
as multiple independent lobe structures that could otherwise be interpreted as multiple jet
outbursts. MHD simulations performed by Mendygral et al. [105] studied 6× 1044 erg s−1

jets in a non-radiative cosmologically evolved cluster that had not undergone any recent
mergers. They found that the magnetic field lines were swept up by and draped over the
inflated lobes, and that, despite the dynamically relaxed nature of the system, ICM motions
can still impact the lobe morphologies and dynamics, with mock radio images exhibiting
morphologies akin to WAT radio galaxies with bent jets.

Later work by Bourne et al. [89] presented radiative hydrodynamic moving-mesh
simulations of a 4× 1044 erg s−1 jet pair in a low-redshift cosmologically evolved cluster
that exhibited a massive cold central disc structure. Mock X-ray images showed classic
cavities and bright rim structures, with both the cold gas and cluster weather affecting
the lobe structure and location, whereby the latter acted to displace the lobes from their
initial trajectory. Shocks were initially driven into the ICM during lobe inflation and,
similar to the results in hydrostatic atmospheres (e.g., [76,77,81,110]), ∼40% of the jet
energy goes into PdV work. However, at later times, the cluster weather can effectively
mix the jet and ICM material, with the aid of an in-falling substructure that directly
impacts one of the lobes. Bourne and Sijacki [228] extended this work to study different
jet powers and perform a more detailed analysis of ICM heating. Figure 4 (taken from
Bourne and Sijacki [228]) illustrates the evolution of different power jets and the lobes that
they inflate when subjected to cluster weather. Overall, they found that weak shocks
and weather-aided mixing dominate the heating budget, and that while high-power jets
drove stronger shocks that were more efficient at thermalizing energy, the lower-power jets
and the lobes they inflated simply moved material around and were more susceptible to
weather-aided mixing (see also [88]). As well as recovering cavities and rims in mock X-ray
observations, mock radio images show morphologies ranging from FR-I at low power to
FR-II at high power (see also [88,190]).

Both FR-I and FR-II jet morphologies were also realized in the simulations of Yates-
Jones et al. [195], who presented the initial results of the CosmoDRAGoN project, which
were the first simulations to study relativistic jets in cosmologically evolved clusters. The
project performed a parameter study by simulating fixed power jets in a cosmologically
evolved cluster (taken from the 300 Project [321]), where both velocity (from non-relativistic
to relativistic) and the jet opening angle were varied. They produced mock radio surface
brightness maps that illustrate both core-brightened FR-I and edge-brightened FR-II sources.
As in previous works that were performed in idealized cluster environments [80], they
recovered the result that FR-I sources can arise from wider jets. They further found
that slower jets transition from being FR-II to FR-I sources sooner, and they additionally
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highlighted that even their most powerful jets eventually transition to FR-I, provided it
has a wide enough opening angle. Although to a lesser extent than found in some of the
simulations discussed above, Yates-Jones et al. [195] also found that cluster weather can
affect lobe morphology, particularly in low power (FR-I) sources once the jet has been
switched off and the lobe enters the buoyant rise phase (see also [228]).

Figure 4. Volume rendering of jet lobes (green) and cold material (red) within a cosmologically
evolved galaxy cluster. The top, middle, and bottom rows show low, medium (labeled “Fid”), and
high-power jets, respectively. The small panels show the evolution of the jet lobes for two different
viewing angles (rotated by 90◦ about the z-axis with respect to each other), while the large panels
also overlay the gas velocity field. Overall, the jet lobes can be displaced, disrupted, and mixed by
cluster weather and cold structures, with lower-power jets being more susceptible. (Figure 2 from
Bourne and Sijacki [228], CC BY 4.0.)

Vernaleo and Reynolds [322] raised the problem that if jet direction remains unchanged,
the low-density path cleared by an early jet episode remains, and later feedback events
can escape largely uninhibited, resulting in inefficient coupling between the jet and the
ICM. As discussed in Section 2.1.1, various approaches have been taken to improve the
coupling between the jets and ICM, as well as to distribute energy more isotropically
(e.g., jet precession/reorientation, large opening angles, light jets). Processes driving
both precession and jet re-orientation are still somewhat uncertain and whether or not
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accretion discs can do this on short timescales is debated [323], with SMBH binaries being
an alternative method to drive precession [210,211]. In any case, the simulations discussed
in this section, which include dynamic cluster environments, provide an alternative natural
relief to the problem by removing the low-density channels, redistributing the lobes, and
promoting both mixing and distributing the energy isotropically. In displacing lobes,
cluster weather may also provide a mechanism through which to explain the observations
of multiple lobe generations having quite different trajectories [231,242,243,255,324].

As already mentioned in Section 2.1, magnetic fields can play a potentially important
role in lobe dynamics and interactions. Observations of galaxy clusters show they have an
extended magnetic field, with a strength of a few to tens of µG and plasma β ∼ 100 [325,326].
Simulations have shown that bubbles that move above the Alfvén speed can “sweep up”
field lines and form a draping layer, in which the magnetic field is amplified. This can
suppress instabilities along the direction of the field lines, and can reduce mixing and
cause a slowing of the bubble due to magnetic tension (e.g., [88,244–248,254]). Provided
the Alfvén speed in the draping layer is sufficiently large compared to the buoyancy or
shear velocities, Rayleigh–Taylor and Kelvin–Helmholtz instabilities with wavelengths up
to an order of magnitude larger than the layer thickness can be suppressed [245]. While the
formation of the draping layer is found to require that the coherence scale of the magnetic
field is larger than the bubble [246,248,327], O’Neill et al. [248] also highlighted that the
dynamical effect of the draping layer can be reduced by tangled magnetic fields, and that
effective amplification requires that the scale on which the fields are tangled is greater than
the bubble. Further, the existence of turbulence in the ambient medium can perturb the lobe
surface, inhibit magnetic draping, and potentially reduce its effectiveness at suppressing
mixing [88]. 3D simulations of jets in tangled magnetic fields have also shown that field
lines carried with the jet lobes can align as they are stretched and amplified within the
wake of rising bubbles [88,104,105,246]. As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, the ICM magnetic
fields can promote coupling between the jet and ambient medium, thus leading to the
generation of ICM turbulence [108]. Meanwhile, cold gas angular momentum can also be
affected due to magnetic braking and increased coupling between the hot and cold gas
phases [98,107,108], which directly impacts cold gas morphology and has implications
for SMBH feeding. On the other hand, Bambic et al. [254] found that magnetic tension
can inhibit g-modes from decaying into volume-filling turbulence. Finally, it is becoming
ever more important to include realistic magnetic fields in cluster simulations to explore
microphysical processes such as anisotropic thermal conduction (Section 3.2.1), anisotropic
viscosity (Section 3.2.2), and CR transport mechanisms (Section 3.1).

2.3. Open Questions and Future Opportunities

As is clear from the examples given in previous subsections, there is a burgeoning
collection of jet models implemented in a range of codes that are currently used in the
literature. While many of these models, which include self-regulated feedback, are now able
to successfully prevent over-cooling within galaxy clusters, the mechanisms through which
this is achieved are not necessarily agreed upon. Certain processes such as the generation
of weak shocks are common between simulations, albeit with different relative importance
to the heating budget. On the other hand, processes such as mixing and the generation of
turbulence appear to be dependent on the jet injection model, resolution, and/or refinement
techniques and physics included (e.g., MHD, viscosity, cluster weather, etc.); as such, they
are not firmly settled upon. That being said, several works are now finding that the process
is expected to be a gentle continuous one [86,98,136,228]. Martizzi et al. [213] showed
that the type of Riemann solver used can affect the jet and lobe evolution depending on
how diffusive the solver is and on how well the small-scale physical processes, such as
mixing, are captured. Additionally, the recent study of Weinberger et al. [200] argued
that differences between codes, as well as the differences between the model parameters
within a code, create bigger differences in the results than by having high resolution or
numerical convergence. As such, while we can accept that jet feedback regulates the
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thermodynamics of the ICM, the exact mechanisms are not agreed upon and further
constraints need to be placed on jet feedback models that are based on observations. This
could be achieved by making more use of mock X-ray and radio images and comparing
them to observations of lobe morphologies, distributions, and lifetimes (e.g., [328]). Future
X-ray missions with a larger effective area and hence higher signal-to-noise ratio, such
as AXIS [329] (https://axis.astro.umd.edu/ (accessed on 5 June 2023)), could potentially
reveal faint cavities at larger radii and could increase the sample size of cavities for a more
comprehensive statistical study.

The role of environment is still an open question, only a few works include high-
resolution jet feedback in clusters with self-consistently driven weather [89,105,228,302,303],
and even fewer include cluster weather and magnetic fields [105]. A parameter space study
of different cluster environments, with a range of dynamical states and over cosmologi-
cally interesting timescales needs to be considered to fully understand the role that cluster
weather can play in displacing lobes and mixing lobe material, and the role that mag-
netic fields can play in these processes, i.e., to what levels of ICM turbulence are the
fields still able to inhibit mixing? In relation to the dynamical state of the system, recent
works suggested cluster mergers play an important role in driving the CC/NCC distribu-
tion [153,154,330,331], although another recent work found little difference in the dynamical
state of CC versus NCC clusters [152]. As highlighted by Bourne and Sijacki [228], if CC
clusters are more dynamically quiet, one could expect that lobes are more likely to survive;
conversely, if NCCs are dynamically active, it could be that the lobes are more likely to
be disrupted, and such behaviour could additionally explain why lobes and bubbles are
prevalent in CC clusters [3,332]. However, there is also an observational bias toward being
able to detect cavities in CC vs. NCC clusters due to higher X-ray photon counts in the
former (e.g., [17,333]). The upcoming XRISM mission [334] (https://xrism.isas.jaxa.jp/en/
(accessed on 5 June 2023)), a replacement for the ill-fated Hitomi mission (https://www.isas.
jaxa.jp/en/missions/spacecraft/past/hitomi (accessed on 5 June 2023)), as well as more
distant missions such as Athena [335] (https://www.the-athena-x-ray-observatory.eu/en
(accessed on 5 June 2023)), will provide unprecedented measurements of the ICM velocity
structure and turbulence. Such measurements combined with observations of jet lobes
should allow us to begin to address the interplay between cluster weather and AGN feed-
back. It is also possible that such observations, in combination with future simulations
that include both ICM motions and models that track the evolution of SMBH/accretion
disc angular momentum and jet direction, could play a role in untangling the apparent
degeneracy between intrinsic jet direction and cluster weather when determining lobe
spatial distributions.

The focus of this review is on the role of AGN feedback in the form of jets, often dubbed
the “radio mode” [3], which is expected to be the dominant mechanism for regulating
heating and cooling in the ICM. That being said, accreting SMBHs can also release energy in
the form of radiation and wide-angled winds that have the potential to impact their envi-
ronment. Several models employed in cosmological simulations have been developed that
invoke separate modes of feedback—“quasar” vs. “radio”—during periods of high and low
accretion (in terms of the Eddington rate), respectively, to differentiate between radiatively
efficient vs. radiatively inefficient accretion (e.g., [133,145,147,165,166]). However, as high-
lighted by Qiu et al. [336], studies on the effects of radiative feedback in CCs are lacking. To
begin to remedy this, Qiu et al. [336] performed simulations invoking both kinetic outflows
and radiative feedback in an idealized Perseus-like cluster. Further, while they invoked a
transition accretion rate between radiatively efficient and inefficient modes, they allowed
kinetic feedback to occur simultaneously with radiative feedback at high accretion rates and
found that to prevent over-cooling of the ICM, kinetic outflows must be active across all
accretion rates. Such works suggest there is ample opportunity to further study the role
and impact of different feedback channels in shaping CC clusters. In addition, it has been
argued by Hardcastle and Croston [36] that the “traditional” paradigm of clearly separated
quasar and radio modes being distinguished by whether accretion is radiatively efficient or
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inefficient, as well as their role in galaxy formation, is not so clear cut in reality. They cite, for
example, populations of high-power radio jets occurring via radiatively efficient accretion
at high Eddington ratios (e.g., [36,187,337,338]). Additionally, simulations of radio-mode
feedback typically do not explicitly implement different models for low-power/FR-I jets
and high-power/FR-II jets. However, their environmental dependence [339] and potential
evolutionary sequence [340] could be used to constrain future models of accretion and/or
feedback. As such, not only is there scope to consider distinct feedback regimes and how
their efficiency couples to the accretion mode, but also, as in Qiu et al. [336], one can further
develop and explore models for determining how feedback should be channeled, poten-
tially simultaneously, through different mechanisms (i.e., via radiation, winds, and/or jets).
Additionally, self-consistent lobe inflation, its influence on SMBH accretion, as well as the
interaction of jets with the interstellar medium of the host galaxies require high-resolution
simulations on galaxy scales (e.g., [137,138,179,284–286,341]). These simulations could pro-
vide valuable insights and inform future SMBH accretion and jet feedback models on cluster
and cosmological scales.

Finally, as highlighted in the introduction, clusters sit at the crossroads of cosmol-
ogy and astrophysics. In representing the high-mass end of the halo mass function
and the culmination of hierarchical structure formation, galaxy clusters have the poten-
tial to be used as probes of cosmology [20,21]. Moreover, there are a number of cur-
rent/future/proposed survey missions (e.g., DES [342] (https://www.darkenergysurvey.
org/ (accessed on 5 June 2023)), SPT-3G [343] (https://www.anl.gov/hep/spt3g (ac-
cessed on 5 June 2023)), eRosita [344] (https://www.mpe.mpg.de/eROSITA (accessed
on 5 June 2023)), Advanced ACTPol [345] (https://act.princeton.edu/ (accessed on 5
June 2023)), Euclid [346] (https://sci.esa.int/web/euclid (accessed on 5 June 2023)), Vera
C. Rubin Observatory’s LSST [347] (https://rubinobservatory.org/ (accessed on 5 June
2023)), Athena [335] (https://www.the-athena-x-ray-observatory.eu/en (accessed on 5 June
2023)), SKAO [348] (https://www.skao.int/en (accessed on 5 June 2023)), Simons Observa-
tory [349] (https://simonsobservatory.org/ (accessed on 5 June 2023)), AXIS [329] (https:
//axis.astro.umd.edu/ (accessed on 5 June 2023)), CMB-S4 [350] (https://cmb-s4.org/
(accessed on 5 June 2023)), CMB-HD [351] (https://cmb-hd.org/ (accessed on 5 June 2023)),
ngVLA [352] (https://ngvla.nrao.edu/ (accessed on 5 June 2023))) aiming to leverage this
opportunity. In order to do this, one typically needs to be able to accurately measure
galaxy cluster masses; however, as their mass is dominated by dark matter, this cannot be
done directly. One solution is to use cluster observables (e.g., X-ray properties, Sunyeav-
Zel’dovich (SZ; [353]) flux, radio emission, weak lensing) to estimate cluster masses, which
requires a thorough understanding of the appropriate cluster mass scaling relations. Given
that AGN feedback plays such a pivotal role in shaping the ICM properties that give rise
to these observables, it is imperative to continue developing cosmological simulations
of structure formation that include the robust modeling of jet feedback and additional
baryonic physics—such as magnetic fields, CRs, conduction and viscosity—in order to fully
understand the cluster observable scaling relations, how they evolve with redshift, and to
understand any biases in the derived masses (see e.g., [150,354] for recent examples). Fur-
thermore, in redistributing the material within galaxy groups and clusters, AGN feedback
can directly impact the matter power spectrum, knowledge of which is necessary to derive
cosmological parameters from weak lensing observations (see discussions in [355–357],
and associated references). While existing cosmological simulations typically agree that
feedback causes suppression in the matter power spectrum, the relevant levels and scales
at which this occurs are model dependent (e.g., [313,355,356,358,359]), with ample scope
remaining to constrain the relative importance of jet feedback in groups and clusters.

3. Modeling the Microphysics

Much of our understanding of AGN feedback in galaxy clusters has come from
the extensive literature based on the ideal hydrodynamic/MHD simulations that were
reviewed in the previous section. However, some of the important physical processes,
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such as thermal conduction, viscosity, and CRs, have been largely neglected, and their
effects on cluster feedback are relatively poorly understood. As mentioned in Section 1.4,
these physical processes, including conduction and viscosity coefficients as well as the
propagation of CRs, are determined by the plasma physics that occurs on microscopic
scales compared to the sizes of galaxies and clusters, i.e., “microphysics”. In this section,
we will review the impact of these microphysical mechanisms on AGN feedback in clusters.
We will discuss the roles of CRs in Section 3.1, and the roles of ICM plasma physics in
Section 3.2.

3.1. Roles of Cosmic Rays
3.1.1. Motivations for Considering Cosmic Rays

Effects of CRs on the formation and evolution of galaxies and galaxy clusters in the
cosmological context have received growing recognition in recent years. In particular, state-
of-the-art cosmological simulations have shown that baryonic feedback processes from stars
and SMBHs play a vital role in reproducing the observed luminosity functions of galaxies
(e.g., [142–147,360–362]). For lower-mass galaxies, starburst-driven galactic outflows are
key sources of feedback for suppressing SFRs; however, the physical mechanisms for
launching galactic outflows remain elusive. Only recently have simulations shown that
outflows with mass loading factors comparable to the observed levels can be driven when
the effects of CRs are included [363–365]. These studies further showed that the properties
of the galactic outflows, SFRs within the galaxies, as well as the circumgalactic medium
(CGM), all sensitively depend on the detailed CR transport processes on microscopic
scales [366–368]. These results indicate the importance of CRs in the processes of structure
formation, and underscore the necessity for understanding how CRs propagate and interact
with the magnetized medium.

On the scales of galaxy clusters, CRs produced via structure formation shocks suffer
strong collisional losses in the ICM [369]. Therefore, in general, CRs are not dynamically
dominant in galaxy clusters. This is in contrast to the condition on galaxy scales, where
CRs are in a rough energy equipartition with thermal gas, magnetic fields, and turbulence.
In particular, the amount of CRs within galaxy clusters is severely constrained by the
non-detection of gamma-ray radiation of clusters to be less than 10–20 per cent [370–372].
Although CRs are not energetically dominant for clusters as a whole, locally they could still
play an important role, e.g., within AGN jets for which the energy composition is largely
unknown.

The primary motivation for considering the effects of CRs in the context of AGN
feedback can be traced back to the early observations of cluster radio bubbles. When
assuming that the AGN jet-inflated bubbles are, approximately, in pressure equilibrium
with the ambient ICM, it was found that for some of the cluster radio bubbles, the total
bubble pressure that was inferred from the ICM (≡Pext) was much greater than the internal
pressure from the radiating CR electrons (CRe) (as estimated from the radio observations
(≡Pint) of [14,373–376]). Generally speaking, the AGN bubbles could be supported by
magnetic fields, thermal gas, CR protons (CRp), and CRe. Magnetic pressure typically
is found in rough equipartition with the radiating CRe and hence is likely subdominant.
The low X-ray surface brightness within the AGN bubbles places stringent constraints
on the amount of thermal gas with a temperature of several keV [377]. Therefore, these
observations suggest that the radio bubbles with high Pext/Pint ratios are likely supported
by either ultra-hot thermal gas or non-radiating CRp. While feedback from thermally
dominated bubbles inflated by kinetic-energy-dominated jets is more extensively studied
(Section 2), the effects of CR-dominated bubbles are less well understood.

3.1.2. Impact of Cosmic Rays on AGN Feedback Processes

In terms of AGN feedback, jet-inflated bubbles filled with thermal gas versus CRs are
expected to exhibit distinct properties that could potentially affect the long-term evolution
of CC clusters. First, as CRs are relativistic charged particles, they have a softer equation
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of state (EoS) than thermal gas, i.e., with an adiabatic index of γcr = 4/3 (when at the
ultra-relativistic limit, see [378] for a more general formalism) rather than γgas = 5/3—as
is typically assumed for ideal, monatomic gas. This means that the enthalpy (given by
Equation (2)) of CR-dominated lobes would be 4PV compared to 2.5PV for a non-relativistic
fluid [2], suggesting that CR-dominated lobes do less work on their environment. The
different adiabatic index would alter the compressibility of the fluid when CRs are mixed
with the thermal gas. Second, because of the additional pressure support from CRs, AGN
bubbles filled with CRs are generally less dense and more buoyant, which may uplift the
ICM more efficiently than thermal bubbles. Last but not least, the CRs are expected to
provide heat to the ICM via both collisional heating (including Coulomb and hadronic
processes) as well as collisionless heating (through the CR streaming instability, more
details below). All of the above have motivated the investigation of the effects of CRs in
the context of AGN feedback.

Regarding modeling the effects of CRs in fluid simulations, there have also been
substantial developments over the past decade. In particular, the CR hydrodynamic/MHD
framework has matured and become one of the primary numerical tools for studying the
roles of CRs in galaxies and clusters (see review by Zweibel [379,380]). In this framework,
the CRs are treated as a second fluid, and an additional equation for evolving the CR energy
density is solved together with the standard fluid equations, with an extra term∇Pcr in the
momentum equation describing the pressure force from CRs. The underlying assumption
behind this fluid treatment is that the CRs are well scattered by self-excited waves in
the magnetized plasma via the streaming instability [381,382], i.e., the “self-confinement
picture” of CR transport, or by waves as part of the cascade of MHD turbulence, i.e., the
“extrinsic turbulence picture”. In the self-confinement picture, the CRs can stream relative
to the gas down their pressure gradients along the magnetic fields with the Alfvén velocity,
us = −sgn(b̂ · ∇Pcr)uA, where uA is the Alfvén velocity and b̂ is the unit vector of the
magnetic field. Therefore, the transport of CRs can be generally described as advection with
the gas plus the flux terms associated with the streaming and diffusion of CRs. When CRs
stream, there is also net energy transfer from the CRs to the thermal gas via Alfvén waves,
which corresponds to the collisionless CR streaming heating term −uA · ∇Pcr. In the extrin-
sic turbulence picture, on the other hand, the CRs are scattered by forward-propagating and
backward-propagating waves. Under the assumption of balanced turbulence, the transport
of CRs from these waves cancels out. Thus, CRs essentially advect with the gas, and
streaming heating vanishes. CR diffusion in the simulations represents not only diffusion
due to gyroresonant scattering, but also CR transport due to unresolved fluctuations in
the magnetic field. Regardless of the CR transport model considered, CRs could heat the
ICM via collisional processes such as hadronic and Coulomb interactions. In terms of
the numerical implementations of the CR hydrodynamic equations, it was recognized in
earlier simulations that the CR streaming fluxes would cause spurious oscillations near
the extrema of CR pressure distributions unless very stringent simulation timesteps are
used [383]. More recently, this numerical difficulty has been overcome by introducing a
two-moment method for solving an additional equation for CR fluxes [384,385]. With the
above advancement in treating CR physics in large-scale simulations, significant progress
has been made in terms of understanding the impacts of CRs on AGN feedback in clusters.

CR heating of the ICM has long been considered a possible source for the suppression
of radiative cooling in CC clusters as the CRs injected by the AGN jets could diffuse or
stream outside the bubbles and interact with the ICM via collisional and collisionless
processes. While early simulations were not able to demonstrate the stabilization of
the CCs—partially due to relatively simple setups, as well as the omission of streaming
heating [369,386–390]—it was then realized that CR streaming heating via Alfvén waves
could be a viable mechanism for heating the ICM, and the amount of CR heating could
be sufficient for counteracting radiative cooling and stabilizing the CCs [126,391–393]. In
addition to providing heat to the ICM, the CRs also affect the gas dynamics differently from
thermal gas. Comparing AGN bubbles inflated by kinetic-energy-dominated jets versus
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CR-energy-dominated jets, the former tends to be more elongated, while CR-dominated
bubbles tend to be more oblate due to their lower momenta [90,126,315,394] (as shown
in Figure 5). While AGN bubbles that are inflated by kinetic-energy-dominated jets are
easily deformed by fluid instabilities due to the large shear velocity relative to the ambient
medium, CR-jet-inflated bubbles are generally more stable [90,315]. The morphology of
the CR-filled bubbles can thus more easily explain the “fat” bubbles with smooth surfaces
that are seen in the observations of X-ray cavities, such as the young bubbles near the
center of the Perseus cluster. The larger cross-sections of CR bubbles, in addition to the
buoyancy of the CRs, result in a more efficient uplift of the ICM. The outward mass transfer
driven by CR bubbles alone could bring the fast-cooling gas away from the core and help to
reduce cooling near the cluster center [77,90,127,315]. It is worth noting that the dynamical
effects arising from having CR-energy-dominated jets are, in many aspects, similar to the
light jets discussed in Section 2.1.1 because of their lower momenta compared to kinetic-
energy-dominated heavy jets. However, because of the differences in the EoS and heating
mechanisms between CRs and thermal gas, the detailed heating processes driven by CR
jets and light jets may still be different.

Figure 5. Comparisons of the simulation results with varied jet composition and assumptions
for modeling CR transport. The simulations model a single outburst of jet activity (jet power of
5 × 1045 erg s−1 and jet duration of 10 Myr) in a Perseus-like hydrostatic atmosphere. Rows from
top to bottom show the results from kinetic-energy-dominated jets (KIN), CR-dominated jets (CR),
and CR-dominated jets with diffusion and heating (CRdh). The morphology of jet-inflated lobes
tend to be elongated for the KIN case, whereas bubbles inflated by CR-dominated jets are wider.
Comparisons between the bottom two panels show that CR heating is more efficient and the amount
of cold gas is less for the CRdh case as the CRs can diffuse outside the bubbles and heat the ICM
due to hadronic and Coulomb interactions. (Figure 3 from Yang et al. [90], ©AAS, reproduced with
permission).
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While steady-state models have shown that CR heating could be a viable mecha-
nism for stabilizing the CCs [129,130,393], recent 3D CR hydrodynamic/MHD simulations
have brought forward rich information on the interplay between the CRs and the ICM.
Ehlert et al. [88] performed 3D MHD simulations of a single AGN outburst with varied jet
parameters, and demonstrated that CRs could reproduce the observed diverse morpholo-
gies of radio lobes, as well as provide sufficient heating to the ICM. They identified jet
energy as the critical parameter for determining the bubble morphology and CR distribu-
tion, while jet luminosity was responsible for setting the Mach numbers of shocks. Through
using the 3D MHD simulations of self-regulated AGN jets dominated by CRp, Ruszkowski
et al. [128] showed that the key to successful CR feedback is the CR transport mechanisms,
such as CR diffusion and streaming. With these CR transport processes, CRs could then
diffuse or stream outside the low-density bubbles and be in contact with the denser ambi-
ent ICM, thus allowing CR heating to operate (shown in the middle and bottom rows of
Figure 5). Without CR transport (i.e., if only CR advection is considered), the amount of
CR heating would be insufficient, and cooling catastrophes would still occur [107,128]. It
was also found that, due to the significant outward mass transfer driven by CR bubbles, it
would take longer for the cluster to contract again and trigger another cycle of AGN activity.
As a result, the feeding of the central SMBH, and hence the AGN activity, tends to be more
episodic when the cluster is regulated by CR feedback [128], whereas the AGN activity
tends to be more quasi-continuous for a similar setup with kinetic jet feedback [86]. This
implies that the composition of AGN jets is a major source of uncertainties in simulation
predictions for cluster evolution, as well as for SMBH growth.

Most of the simulations of CR feedback have focused on CRp-dominated jets; however,
observational constraints on the composition of cluster radio bubbles suggest that the
distribution is bimodal [14,375,395]. For some bubbles, the internal pressure from radiating
CRe is much lower than the external pressure of the ICM (Pext/Pint � 1), implying signifi-
cant pressure support from thermal gas or non-radiating particles. For other bubbles with
Pext/Pint ∼ 1, the CRe pressure is enough to keep the bubbles in pressure equilibrium with
the surrounding ICM. The latter case has been recently investigated by Lin et al. [132]. By
comparing the feedback effects of CRp- and CRe-dominated jets, they found that, although
CRe cool much faster than CRp due to IC and synchrotron radiation, the CRe-dominated
bubbles quickly become thermally dominated ∼ 20 Myr after injection. Consequently, the
CRe bubbles would not deflate, but they behave similarly to thermal bubbles both in terms
of dynamics and ICM heating. This also implies that, for bubbles inflated by CRe jets,
there should be a transition of its composition from Pext/Pint ∼ 1 to Pext/Pint � 1. Future
measurements of this pressure contrast as a function of radius for cluster radio bubbles may
be a viable way through which to probe the intrinsic composition of AGN jets/bubbles.

While the above simulations have focused on the properties of the hot ICM, more
recent studies have looked into how CR-jet feedback could help suppress SFRs and quench
central galaxies. Using the FIRE (feedback in realistic environments) simulations of ideal-
ized clusters of 1012–1014 M� with toy models for AGN feedback, Su et al. [396] showed
that both turbulent stirring and CR heating are efficient mechanisms for maintaining a
stable, low-SFR halo over billion-year timescales, in which the core density and cooling
rates are suppressed due to the non-thermal pressure support from turbulence or CRs.
Later simulations of bi-polar jet feedback by Su et al. [78] further performed a thorough
parameter study on the relevant jet parameters, including the jet energy composition (ki-
netic, thermal, CR, or magnetic), jet widths, jet precession, injected mass fluxes, and duty
cycles. They showed that CR-dominated jets can most efficiently quench the central galaxy,
whereas kinetic jets are less efficient unless they have wide opening angles or precession
angles. They attributed the efficient CR feedback to three key factors. First, the injected
CRs form wider cocoons that suppress inflows and provide pressure support to the gas,
resulting in longer cooling times. Second, as shown in recent simulations of thermal insta-
bilities [367,397], the cooling gas would remain diffuse due to the pressure support from
CRs, slowing down the “precipitation” of cold gas that would be otherwise accreted onto
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the central black hole. Lastly, because CRs can diffuse and stream through the gas, they
tend to generate more gentle outflows rather than the more explosive ones expected for a
pressure-driven blastwave. As a result, CR feedback is less likely to overheat the cluster
cores compared to injections in other energy forms.

3.1.3. Observational Signatures and Constraints

Any successful CR feedback model must satisfy the observational constraints of galaxy
clusters. The CRs injected from the AGN jets are expected to produce non-thermal emission
that may be detected using multi-wavelength observations. For CRe, they could radiate via
synchrotron emission when they interact with magnetic fields as well as via the inverse-
Compton (IC) scattering of ambient photons (e.g., the cosmic microwave background
(CMB))—this is often called “leptonic emission”. For CRp, their inelastic collisions with
ambient nuclei could produce neutral pions, which decay into gamma rays—the so-called
“hadronic interaction”. The hadronic process could also produce charged pions, which
decay into charged muons then to secondary electrons and positrons together with the
production of neutrinos. The secondary particles could again emit due to the synchrotron
and IC radiation.

Radio observations near the cluster cores could potentially provide constraints on the
amount and distributions of CRs injected by AGN. Indeed, some clusters are known to
host radio mini-halos (e.g., [398–400]), which are faint, diffuse radio structures extending
∼50–300 kpc, and which are characterized by steep radio spectra with typical spectral
indices of α > 1 (as defined in Sν ∝ ν−α, where Sν is the flux density and ν is the fre-
quency). The physical origin of the radio mini-halos is not yet fully understood. Generally
speaking, because the cooling times of CRe are typically shorter than the time it takes
to transport them to the extent of the observed mini-halos, these CRe would need to be
produced in situ or be re-accelerated from an old seed population. In terms of the emis-
sion mechanisms, the mini-halos could originate from CRe that are produced either via
hadronic interactions between CRp and the ambient ICM (e.g., [401–403]), via turbulence
reacceleration (e.g., by sloshing motions [296,404]) or via AGN activity [405]). For the latter
scenario, Jacob and Pfrommer [130] investigated, in detail, the predicted radio emission
from a steady-state model of CR plus conductive heating. From comparisons with an
observed sample of mini-halos, they showed that CC clusters hosting mini-halos cannot
be heated by CRs, but CCs without mini-halos can. To this end, they proposed a scenario
where CC clusters with recent AGN injections should host radio “micro-halos”; further-
more, after the CRs diffuse or stream out of the cores, CR heating becomes insufficient
and mini-halos light up due to the secondary particles produced via hadronic interactions.
More simulations on this front are needed in order to verify this picture, as well as to
understand the source of the seed CRe and the interplay between AGN feedback and slosh-
ing motions in clusters (e.g., [406,407]). Recent radio observations at low frequencies by
LOFAR (https://lofar-surveys.org (accessed on 5 June 2023)) have also enabled constraints
on the interaction between the CRs and the ICM. For example, Brienza et al. [408] found
signatures of old AGN-jet-inflated bubbles that retain “mushroom-like” structures over
hundreds of Myr timescales. The bubbles are not thoroughly mixed with the ambient ICM,
suggesting a suppression of fluid instabilities and CR diffusion at the bubble surface, most
likely under the influence of magnetic fields.

As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, the non-detection of gamma-ray emission from galaxy
clusters has strongly limited the amount of hadronic CRs in clusters, which must be
within a few per cent compared to the thermal pressure for clusters as a whole [370,371].
Cosmological simulations by Vazza et al. [409] investigated quasar-, jet-, and radio-mode
feedback, and they found successful models that could reproduce X-ray observations
of the cluster gas and yield gamma-ray emission below the upper limits set by Fermi.
Other simulations including CR-dominated jets [90,128] showed that, for CR heating to
balance radiative cooling, only a small amount of CR pressure support is required. In their
successful self-regulated models, CR streaming is a critical ingredient as it would act to
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remove energy from the CRs and to heat the gas, thus reducing the amount of CR pressure
support to levels that are consistent with the gamma-ray constraints. Recent simulations
by Beckmann et al. [410] have also investigated the roles of CR-dominated jets in terms
of ICM heating and observable signatures. Consistent with previous works, Ji et al. and
Butsky et al. [367,397] found that CRs can modify the development of thermal instabilities
and can help to maintain gas in the hot and warm phases. However, they found that
the simulations that included CR-dominated jets would produce gamma-ray emission
in excess of the current observational limits due to the formation of an extended, CR-
pressure supported warm nebula; meanwhile, AGN jets with lower CR fractions (∼10%)
were allowed and could successfully halt the strong cooling flows. The discrepancies
in the results are not yet fully understood, but we list here two possible reasons that
might play a role: First, the simulations in Ruszkowski et al. [128] used the mass dropout
technique for the cold gas, while Beckmann et al. [410] retained cold gas in their simulations.
Since the gamma-ray emission produced by hadronic interactions is proportional to the
product of the CRp number density and the gas density, it is conceivable that the latter
simulation would produce greater gamma-ray emission if the contribution from the cold
gas is significant. Another difference between these simulations is that, in contrast to typical
AGN feedback prescriptions that connect the jet properties with the black hole accretion
rates, Beckmann et al. [410] additionally modeled the influence of the black hole spin on
the jet directions (as is discussed in Section 2.1.1). To this end, their jets are more randomly
oriented and could not penetrate and deposit the heat to larger radii compared to previous
self-regulated simulations with jet precession along a fixed direction. This might have
caused less effective feedback and the CR-pressure-supported warm nebula that produces
the excess gamma-ray emission. More detailed studies are needed in order to pin down
this issue. Regardless, the observational gamma-ray limits will provide crucial constraints
on the amount of CRs allowed in the cluster cores.

3.2. Roles of Plasma Physics of the Intracluster Medium

While a lot of our understanding of AGN feedback has been gained via fluid simula-
tions, the ICM is in fact a weakly collisional, magnetized plasma. The Coulomb mean free
path of the ionized gas in the ICM is [411]

λmfp ≡
33/2(kBT)2

4π1/2nee4 ln Λ
≈ 23 kpc

(
T

108 K

)2( ne

10−3 cm−3

)−1
, (4)

where ne is the electron number density and T is the temperature of the ICM. Typical
values for λmfp range from ∼0.1 kpc near the cluster cores to ∼10 kpc in the cluster
outskirts. The ratio between the collisional mean free path and the size of the system
is thus λmfp/L ∼ 0.1–10−3. For regions in clusters with λmfp � L, the ICM could be
safely approximated as a collisional fluid; for other regions where λmfp . L, the ICM is
instead weakly collisional. In addition, as discussed in Section 2.2, the ICM is magnetized
with typical magnetic field strengths to the order of 1–10 µG [325]. Even though the
magnetic field is not dynamically dominant (plasma beta β ≡ Pth/PB ∼ 100), it significantly
constrains the motions of the charged particles within the ICM as the Larmor radius of their
gyro motions (rg) is typically more than ten orders of magnitude smaller than the collisional
mean free path, i.e., rg � λmfp . L. As a result, transport processes such as viscosity
and thermal conduction in this weakly collisional, magnetized ICM are expected to be
anisotropic along magnetic field lines, whereas the perpendicular transport is significantly
suppressed. In addition, the parallel transport coefficients along the field lines are mediated
by plasma physics that occur on the microscopic scales of the particles’ gyroradii, i.e.,
the microphysics. Over the past decade, there has been substantial progress in terms of
our understanding of the microphysical plasma processes. These developments and the
plasma properties of the ICM have been summarized in a recent review article [412]. Here,
we will focus on the discussion about how these plasma effects could alter the standard
hydrodynamic picture of AGN feedback that is described in the previous sections.
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3.2.1. Influence of Thermal Conduction on AGN Feedback

Thermal conduction has long been proposed as one of the heating mechanisms in CC
clusters as it could potentially channel the heat from the reservoir of thermal energy in
the cluster outskirts toward the cluster cores (e.g., [119,120]). While balancing radiative
cooling by conductive heating alone would require fine-tuning (e.g., [119,413]), it may
provide partial heating to the CCs and could relieve the burden on the AGN. Indeed,
certain theoretical models have considered conductive heating together with AGN jet
heating (e.g., [129,414]). However, the fact that thermal conduction occurs anisotropically
in the magnetized ICM has introduced further complications. In particular, it was found
that the anisotropic conduction in the conditions of CCs would trigger the heat-flux-driven
buoyancy instability (HBI; [415]), which would act to reorient the magnetic field lines in the
direction that is perpendicular to the temperature gradients. In CCs, where the temperature
gradients are primarily radial, the HBI would then wrap the field lines in the azimuthal
direction, which would shut off the conductive heat fluxes from the cluster outskirts and
potentially worsen the cooling-flow problem [121].

Fortunately, later simulations have found that the HBI could likely be circumvented
by turbulent motions in the ICM [416], which could originate from a variety of sources,
including g-modes excited by galaxy motions [293] and AGN jet-driven turbulence [95].
These works found that the turbulent motions can efficiently randomize the field lines and
resume the heat fluxes to an effective Spitzer fraction (the suppression factor compared to
the full Spitzer value) of ∼1/3, which is consistent with that of the fully tangled magnetic
fields. In this case, both conductive heating and AGN heating contribute to counteracting
the radiative cooling in the CCs. The amount of conductive heating, though, is likely to
be subdominant compared to direct AGN heating, which is shown by both the idealized
cluster simulations [95] and the cosmological simulations [124]. Recently, simulations by
Beckmann et al. [125], which include black-hole-spin-driven AGN jets, instead found that
AGN jet-driven turbulence is only able to randomize the field lines close to the cluster
cores, but the HBI could still operate outside ∼50 kpc and isolate the CCs from conductive
heating. To this end, they concluded that conductive heating plays a negligible role in
regulating the radiative cooling in CCs. Again, the difference in the above results could be
due to the different implementations of the AGN feedback prescriptions (see discussion
in Section 3.1.3). In addition, the field-line wrapping effect of the HBI would likely be
washed out if other sources of ICM turbulence from cosmic accretion or galaxy motions
are included in the simulations. All of these simulations, including anisotropic conduction,
have assumed full Spitzer conductivity along the field lines. If the conductive coefficient in
the ICM is significantly suppressed due to microphysical plasma processes, as is suggested
by recent particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations (e.g., [417–419]), then the contribution from
conductive heating would be even more inhibited.

3.2.2. Influence of Viscosity on AGN Feedback

While AGN-jet-inflated bubbles in purely hydrodynamic simulations are easily de-
formed and disrupted by Rayleigh–Taylor and Kelvin–Helmholtz instabilities (see discus-
sion in Section 2.1.2), the observed AGN bubbles are generally more regular and do not
exhibit clear signs of instabilities. For instance, the young X-ray cavities near the center
of the Perseus cluster have smooth surfaces, and the more evolved ghost cavity in the
northwest direction does not break up but shows a flattened morphology [420]. These
observed properties of the AGN bubbles have posed challenges to purely hydrodynamic
modeling of jet-inflated bubbles and call for the consideration of additional mechanisms
to suppress hydrodynamic instabilities such as magnetic fields (e.g., [244–248]) or viscos-
ity [114,240]. In addition, the morphology of the Hα filaments behind the northwest ghost
bubble in the Perseus cluster suggests that they may be dragged up by the buoyantly rising
bubble [421]. These observations have motivated the consideration that the ICM may have
a non-negligible level of viscosity.
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Indeed, viscous simulations by Reynolds et al. [114] have demonstrated that isotropic
viscosity could act to suppress the fluid instabilities and prevent bubbles from incurring
disruption. Additionally, the streamlines behind the simulated bubbles are consistent
with the coherent structure of the observed Hα filaments. Subsequent work by Sijacki
and Springel [240] also showed that the properties of AGN-jet-inflated bubbles, including
their morphology, maximum distance from the cluster center, and survival time, depend
sensitively on the level of ICM viscosity. However, this is not the full story because viscosity
is expected to be anisotropic in the magnetized ICM, and the parallel viscosity coefficient
mediated by microphysical plasma processes should be considered when modeling the
evolution of AGN bubbles. To this end, the simulations conducted by Dong and Stone [115]
studied the buoyant evolution of initially static bubbles and included anisotropic viscosity
along magnetic fields of different initial geometries. They found that anisotropic viscosity
can efficiently suppress fluid instabilities in the direction parallel to the magnetic field while
having little effect on the instabilities that develop perpendicular to the field. As a result,
the fate of the bubbles is sensitive to the assumed geometry of the magnetic field. While the
bubbles can be stabilized by viscosity along the initially horizontal fields or toroidal fields
that are confined to the bubble interior, the bubbles are deformed in the case of vertical
field geometry.

Kingsland et al. [117] further investigated the effects of anisotropic viscosity on AGN-
jet-inflated bubbles in a more realistic, tangled magnetic field geometry and additionally
considered the microphysical plasma effects that were discovered from recent PIC simula-
tions. Specifically, for a weakly collisional, magnetized plasma such as the ICM, the viscosity
originates from the pressure anisotropy that arises from the conservation of the adiabatic
invariants on timescales much greater than the inverse of the ion gyrofrequency [422,423].
Recent plasma simulations have found that when the pressure anisotropy becomes greater
than thresholds that are on the order of 1/β (where β is the plasma beta value), microinstabil-
ities—including the firehose and mirror instabilities—would be triggered and the pressure
anisotropy would be pinned at the marginal-stability thresholds, effectively suppressing
the parallel viscosity coefficients (see [412] and the references therein). Incorporating these
latest findings into Braginskii-MHD simulations, Kingsland et al. [117] found that, for
anisotropic viscosity with full Braginskii values [424], the integrity of the bubbles can be
preserved because the viscosity along the tangled field lines can suppress the instabilities
in multiple orientations on the bubble surface (see Case C in Figure 6). However, when
suppression of the parallel viscosity coefficients by the microinstabilities is considered, the
suppression is so strong that the bubbles are deformed the same as in the inviscid case
(Case D in Figure 6). This is because the plasma beta value in the bubble interior could be
as high as 104, which dramatically limits the amount of pressure anisotropy and viscosity in
the vicinity of the bubbles. Therefore, they concluded that Braginskii/anisotropic viscosity
is unlikely to be the primary mechanism for preserving the coherence of AGN bubbles, but
other mechanisms (e.g., magnetic fields) are still required to reproduce the morphology
of the observed bubbles. This further emphasized the importance of modeling the ICM
plasma properties as the bubble evolution has a direct influence on their ability to uplift
the ICM, as well as where the bubbles deposit the heat provided by the AGN.

Finally, since the pressure anisotropy in the ICM provides an anomalous “effective”
viscosity [412], there could be heating associated with the parallel viscous dissipation of
gas motions (the so-called gyroviscous heating). By assuming the pressure anisotropy is
pinned at the marginal stability thresholds in the turbulent ICM, Kunz et al. [425] showed
that this mechanism could provide heating rates comparable to the radiative cooling rates.
Recent PIC simulations have further studied the detailed process of how particles can be
gyroviscously heated by large-scale turbulent fluctuations via magnetic pumping [426].
More studies would be required in order to integrate these microphysical phenomena
into the large-scale turbulence models of the ICM for a full assessment of the gyroviscous
heating of the ICM.
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Figure 6. Impact of assumptions about ICM viscosity on the evolution of AGN-jet-inflated bubbles.
Cases (A–D) show the simulations with no viscosity, isotropic viscosity with full Spitzer values,
anisotropic viscosity with full Braginskii values, and anisotropic viscosity limited by microinstabilities,
respectively. While the hydrodynamic instabilities are suppressed by viscosity in cases (B,C), when
the parallel viscosity along the magnetic field lines is suppressed by microinstabilities (case (D)),
the viscosity is strongly limited and the bubbles are deformed as in the inviscid case (A). This
illustrates the importance of modeling the ICM microphysics in AGN simulations. (Figure 1 from
Kingsland et al. [117], ©AAS, reproduced with permission).

3.2.3. Heating by Sound-Wave Dissipation

In the X-ray images of the Perseus cluster, there are ripple-like structures that were
interpreted as sound waves driven by central episodic AGN outbursts [421,427]. Motivated
by this observational finding, early simulations have shown that the viscous dissipation
of sound waves could be a viable mechanism for heating the ICM [237,238], although
certain studies found that their energy content may be small due to viscous damping [240].
Sound-wave heating is an attractive solution for the cooling-flow problem because it could
heat the ICM isotropically as the waves propagate from the cluster center outward. The
question of whether sound-wave dissipation could be a significant contributor to ICM
heating could be broken down into two parts: how much of the injected energy by the
AGN can be stored in the form of sound waves, and how do the waves propagate and
dissipate in the ICM? We will summarize the progress along these lines below.

Several recent simulations have been conducted in order to quantify how much of the
injected AGN energy can be converted into sound waves. Using simulations of spherical
injections into a uniform medium with varied injected energy and duration, Tang and
Churazov [226] found that the fraction of AGN energy that goes into sound waves is
dependent on the duration of the injection. When the duration is long, i.e., when the
solution approaches the “slow piston” limit, the energy of the sound waves is close to zero.
For instantaneous outbursts (duration approaches zero), the energy fraction of the sound
waves is .12%. Bambic and Reynolds [239] further performed a parameter study using
axisymmetric simulations of an AGN outburst with bipolar jet geometries. Figure 7 is taken
from their paper and illustrates the generation of sound waves by a jet. They found that
up to ∼25% of the injected energy could be stored in the form of sound waves for optimal
parameter combinations. Using the jet parameters informed by previous self-regulated
AGN feedback simulations, Wang and Yang [428] found that the production efficiency
of compressional waves (including weak shocks and sound waves) is ∼9% for a single
AGN energy injection. However, this production efficiency drops to less than ∼3% in
self-regulated feedback simulations. This is because, with repeated AGN outbursts, shocks
are almost continuously generated and their energy dominates that of the weak shocks.
To this end, shock dissipation together with the destructive interference of sound waves
would act to reduce the amount of energy in compressional waves. Considering the above
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effects, they concluded that sound-wave heating may be a subdominant source of heating
in CC clusters. However, Wang and Yang [428] have assumed powerful AGN injections via
bipolar jets. Using the viscous simulations of a single spherical, gentle (longer-duration)
AGN outburst, Choudhury and Reynolds [429] found that the ∼20% of the injected power
can be carried away by sound waves. Overall, the above results suggest that the production
efficiency of sound waves is ∼3–25%, depending on how the feedback energy is injected
(e.g., geometry, duration) and how the waves generated by repeated events interfere
with each other. Finally, the above estimates are derived based on the hydrodynamic
treatments of the ICM, and there may be additional plasma effects that need to be taken
into account in terms of sound-wave generation. For instance, Kempski et al. [430] have
performed Braginskii-MHD simulations including CRs, and showed that the phase shifts
between CR pressure and density fluctuations would generate instabilities when the CR
fraction is greater than a threshold proportional to the plasma beta. Therefore in an ICM
with high plasma beta values, this mechanism could potentially be important for exciting
sound waves.

Figure 7. Illustration of the sound waves generated by jets. The left-hand panel shows the jet and
cocoon temperature and density structure, with key features labeled. The right-hand panel shows jet
entropy and the acoustic flux density, with the structure in the latter illustrating the production of
sound waves within the shocked ICM material. (Figure 1 from Bambic and Reynolds [239], ©AAS,
reproduced with permission).

Another question to address is the propagation and dissipation of sound waves in
the ICM. Pioneering work by Fabian et al. [420] showed that nearly adiabatic acoustic
waves will damp within one wavelength of their source and will overheat the cluster core
if thermal conductivity and viscosity are at their full Braginskii values. If this is true, it
would pose challenges to the interpretation of observed ripples propagating sound waves.
Assuming thermal conduction is completely suppressed and viscosity is reduced to 10% of
the Braginskii value, heating due to sound-wave dissipation could then balance radiative
cooling for a power-law spectrum of waves. More recently, Zweibel et al. [241] revisited
this topic by additionally taking into account the self-limiting nature of electron thermal
conduction, differences between electron and ion temperatures, and the plasma effects from
kinetic theories. Though the kinetic effects somewhat suppress damping and mitigate the
problem of wave propagation, the conclusions reinforced that, in order for acoustic waves to
propagate to large radii and to heat the CC, drastic suppression of the transport coefficients
is needed. Such reduced transport could come from increased effective collisionality of
the ICM due to magnetic field fluctuations on small scales driven by plasma instabilities
(e.g., [417,431]). However, future works are still required to fully assess the generation and
damping of acoustic waves under the influence of plasma instabilities, as well as for the
realistic sources and geometries.
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3.3. Open Questions and Future Opportunities

Following the discussion in Section 3.1, it is clear that constraining the composition of
AGN jets and bubbles is one of the key questions to address since different jet compositions
have different dynamical and thermal impacts on the ICM, which would then affect the long
term evolution of clusters, as well as the SMBH accretion histories. One of the proposed
ways to distinguish the AGN bubbles dominated by ultrahot thermal gas and CRs is by us-
ing the SZ effect [353], which arises due to the IC scattering of the CMB photons by electrons
in the ICM. It was shown by Pfrommer et al. [432] that, because the SZ increment/decrement
at observed frequencies below ∼400 GHz is greater for thermal gas than for a power-law
distribution of relativistic CRe, the CR-dominated bubbles would show a clear deficit in
the SZ signal—thus creating “SZ cavities” that are similar to the X-ray cavities. In contrast,
there should be no evident SZ cavities associated with the thermally dominated bubbles.
The level of the SZ deficits is estimated to be ∼6–9% for sightlines passing through the
CR bubbles [90]. Recent simulations by Ehlert et al. [299] have also examined the potential
systematic effects when modeling the SZ signal of AGN bubbles. They found that the cut-
out method for identifying bubbles would fail to account for the shock-enhanced pressure
cocoon outside the bubbles, especially when the jets are nearly aligned with the line of sight.
Additionally, in this case, the kinetic SZ effects become relevant and need to be modeled. Ob-
servationally, the detection of SZ cavities in the cluster MS 0735.6 + 7421 was first reported
by Abdulla et al. [433] and later confirmed by Orlowski-Scherer et al. [434], which suggests
that the AGN bubbles in MS 0735.6 + 7421 are supported by the non-thermal pressure
provided by CRs, though thermal gas with a temperature greater than ∼150 keV has not
yet been ruled out. High-resolution, high-sensitivity SZ observations such as ALMA [435]
(http://almaobservatory.org/en/home/ (accessed on 5 June 2023)), MUSTANG-2 [436]
(https://greenbankobservatory.org/science/gbt-observers/mustang-2/ (accessed on 5
June 2023)), and NIKA2 [437](https://ipag.osug.fr/~ponthien/NIKA2/Welcome.html (ac-
cessed on 5 June 2023)) will be able to obtain important constraints on the composition of a
larger sample of AGN bubbles in the near future.

Much of the detail of the AGN feedback processes relies on our understanding of the
plasma properties of the ICM. While recent PIC simulations have allowed tremendous
progress on the theoretical front, observational constraints are demanded in order to pin
down what is the best description for the weakly collisional, magnetized ICM. In particular,
constraints on the transport coefficients would be key to understanding the ICM properties.
For instance, previous X-ray observations of the sharpness of cold fronts have ruled out
ICM conductivity at the full Braginskii value (e.g., [438]). Comparisons between simulation
predictions and observations also suggest that either full Braginskii viscosity or isotropic
Spitzer viscosity (with a suppression factor fsp ∼ 10%) is consistent with the observed
cold fronts [439]. Observations of the ram-pressure stripping tails of galaxies infalling into
the ICM could also be used to probe the viscosity of the ICM. Previous studies [440,441]
have placed constraints on the ICM viscosity, at a level of fsp ∼5–20% compared to the full
Spitzer value (assuming isotropic viscosity). Observations of the ICM turbulence spectrum
down to the scale where transport processes become relevant could also yield constraints
on ICM viscosity. Through using the Chandra observations of the Coma cluster and
inferring the turbulence spectrum from X-ray surface brightness fluctuations, Zhuravleva
et al. [442] found that the ICM viscosity must be strongly suppressed, with an effective
isotropic viscosity of fsp ∼0.1–10%. Improved measurements from upcoming and future
X-ray missions including XRISM [334] (https://xrism.isas.jaxa.jp/en/ (accessed on 5 June
2023)), AXIS [329] (https://axis.astro.umd.edu/ (accessed on 5 June 2023)), LEM [443]
(https://www.lem-observatory.org (accessed on 5 June 2023)), Athena [335] (https://www.
the-athena-x-ray-observatory.eu/en (accessed on 5 June 2023)), and Lynx [444] (https:
//www.lynxobservatory.com (accessed on 5 June 2023)) will provide crucial constraints
on the transport processes in the ICM and hence provide further understanding about the
AGN feedback mechanisms.
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https://greenbankobservatory.org/science/gbt-observers/mustang-2/
https://ipag.osug.fr/~ponthien/NIKA2/Welcome.html
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https://axis.astro.umd.edu/
https://www.lem-observatory.org
https://www.the-athena-x-ray-observatory.eu/en
https://www.the-athena-x-ray-observatory.eu/en
https://www.lynxobservatory.com
https://www.lynxobservatory.com
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4. Concluding Remarks

Thanks to cutting-edge numerical simulations with increasing resolutions and com-
plexities in terms of input physics, tremendous progress has been made over the past
decade regarding the understanding of the macro- and microphysics of radio jet feedback
in galaxy clusters. As reviewed in this article, while extensive studies have reinforced the
importance of jet feedback in suppressing cooling flows in massive clusters, many details
are not yet fully understood. In particular, the relative importance among the various
heating mechanisms, including mixing, shocks, sound waves, turbulence, and CRs, as
well as their subsequent impact on SMBH feeding and cluster evolution, critically depend
on the properties of the jet injections (e.g., composition, duration, direction) and how the
lobes are inflated and evolve with time (e.g., whether the hydrodynamic instabilities can be
suppressed, and whether the bubbles could be preserved to large radii by magnetic fields
or viscosity). Some of the open questions and future opportunities have been discussed
in Sections 2.3 and 3.3. Here we conclude by highlighting some of the key unresolved
questions:

• What are the next steps for improving sub-grid AGN models in numerical simula-
tions? Do we require other feedback channels in addition to radio jets to regulate
galaxy clusters?;

• How exactly is the SMBH feeding and feedback cycle established across such a huge
dynamical range? What is the best way to model the evolution of black hole spins and
couple them to jet feedback?;

• How does environment (e.g., cluster weather, magnetic fields) impact the effectiveness
and mechanisms through which jet feedback couples to the ICM, and how does it
impact lobes distributions, lifetimes, and morphologies?;

• What is the composition of AGN jets and bubbles? Are the jets light or heavy? Are they
energetically dominated by ultra-hot thermal gas, CRp, CRe, or magnetic fields? How
does the composition vary (e.g., with morphological types, environment, launching
mechanisms)? How does the jet composition impact the AGN feeding and feedback
processes?;

• How important are CRs in the process of AGN feedback and how can they be con-
strained by using observations of the non-thermal emission they produce? What is
the best way to model CR transport in the turbulent, magnetized ICM?;

• What is the valid prescription for modeling the weakly collisional, magnetized ICM
plasma? What are the levels of thermal conductivity and viscosity in the ICM?;

• Can we extrapolate our knowledge about cluster feedback down to scales of galaxy
groups and elliptical galaxies? Does AGN feedback operate in the same way across
different mass scales?
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